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Swan Club
Act Depicts
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U.S. History
The annual Swan Club show,
titled this year "The Flag Unfurls," was presented last night
in the Natatorium, and will be
performed at 8:15 p.m. tonight
and tomorrow night.
The show is based on American history up to the Clvl War
and each routine performed by
the synchronized swimmers depicts a scene from early America.
Acts performed by the groups
include "Pilgrims," "Paul Revere," "Minutemen," "Spirit of
'76," "Steamboat," "Redcoats,"
"Covered Wagon," "Pony Express," and "Yankee Doodle
Dandy," Also featured in the
show is a twelve-girl chain dolphin.
Miss Iris E. Andrews, associate professor of women's physical education, and Miss Dorothy
M. Luedtke, assistant professor
of
physical education, are
directors of the swim show.This
is the twentieth show Miss Andrews has directed the performance.
Tickets may be purchased ir
the Union today. Student tickets
are 75 cents and $1 for general
admission for tonight's show and
$1 for all tickets for tomorrow
night's performance.
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DEFENDING CHAMPION Sigma Chi has its team practicing
for tomorrow's B.ta Theta Pi Little 500. The races begin at
noon in the Union oval. Team members are Jim Hartsook (left)
and Nestor Rotz, standing. Ken Schute, kneeling, and Ron
Zwierlein, driving. Photo by Mike Kuhlin.

Phi Kappa Phi
Will Initiate 98
The forecast for today is sunny
and cool with a high in the 50s.
Increasing cloudiness and a little
warmer with a chance of rain.

Phi Kappa Phi, national honorary society for students with high
scholastic records, will Initiate
three professors, five graduate
students, 47 alumni, and 43
undergraduate students Sunday
in the Ohio Suite.
Professors to be initiated into
the society are Dr. Theodore J.

Jenson, dean of the College of
Education; Dr. Harvey E. Donley, professor of accounting.and
Dr. Richard C. Carpenter, professor of English.
Undergraduates eligible for
membership in Phi Kappa Phi
are seniors with minimum accumulative point averages of 3.5
and ranked in the top 12 1/2
per cent of their class, and
second semester juniors with at
least a 3.75 accumulative point
average and ranking in the top
five per cent of their class.
Alumni are chosen on the basis
of their scholastic record as
students here and on their
achievements since graduation.
Three alumni from each class
can be chosen for membership
each year.

THE WORLD'S largest salami was won in a contest by Doug
Reed, center, a senior from Libertyville, III. Here, Don Briggs,
left, and Bill Moore help Doug upnack his prize, which was
shipped from Chicago. Photo by Jon Fish.

Undergraduate members of Phi
Kappa Phi are eligible for the
society's annual graduate fellowship, which aids the recipient
in financing his first year of
graduate study.
m
Phi Kappa Phi recognizes
scholarship in all academic
areas. Book and Motor, a local
honorary society founded in 1914,
became Phi Kappa Phi last June.
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Asian Expert
Here Today
"Chinese Foreign Policy: Conflict and Opportunity" will be
Dr. John H. Badgley's topic at
a Curbstone meeting today in
the Alumni Room at 4 p.m.
Dr. Badgley, a specialist on
Southeast Asia, is an assistant
professor of government at Miami University and has traveled
and studied extensively in the
Orient.
Since he was graduated from
Montana State University in 1952,
he has visited Japan threetimes,
Burma twice and Thailand once.
After serving in the Army in
Japan from 1952-55, he earned
his master's degree from Johns
Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies in 1957.
A Fulbright grant and an assignment from the Rand Corp.
took him to Burma during 195758, after which he taught a course
in comparative government at.
the University of California at
Berkeley.
He spent part of 1960-61 In
Cornell University's Southeast
Asia program, and received a
PhX). degree from the University of California in 1961.
Dr. Badgley returned to Burma
in 1961 on a Ford Foundation Foreign Area Training Fellowship.
His research on Burma produced articles in three magazines on Asian affairs, chapters
in two book about China's foreign relations and Asian com-

munism, and his forthcoming
book, "Burma's Revolution."
Dr. Badgley joined the Miami University faculty in 1962.
During the 1964-65, Dr. Badgley spent about 12 months on
loan to Kyoto University injapan
to help staff its Research Center
on Southeast Asia, during which
time he spent two months researching local politics in Thailand.
Dr. Badgley is a member of
the American Political Science
Association, the Asian Association, the Burma Research Society, and the Siam Society.

DR. JOHN H. BADGLEY

Viet Nam 'Bleed-In'
Scheduled Next Week
"Viet Nam Bleed - In" is the
theme of the" blood drive to be
held here next Wednesday and
Thursday by the American Red
Cross.
Craig M. Morton, campus coordinator of Alpha Phi Omega
service fraternity, said yesterday the Department of Defense
has designated this campus as
one of the 56 collection centers
for blood In the nation.
Morton said that the blood
donated will go directly to Viet
Nam. The Department of Defense has set the national quota
at 500,000 pints and so far,
60,000 pints have been donated.
The minimum quota for Bowling Green is 350 pints, Morton
Mid*

In the past, the quota for the
campus has been 150 pints.
Morton said the most donated
in a single day has been 190
pints.
Morton also said that anyone
who donates blood, plus members of their Immediate family,
is eligible to receive free blood
from the Red Cross for one calendar year should the need arise.
The Red Cross is encouraging
students, faculty, the administration, university employees, and
residents of Bowling Green to
donate.
For persons under 21, a written
release from their parents or
guardian is required. Morton
said appointments to donate are
preferred, but walk-ins will be
accepted.

Communist Casualties Heavy
SAIGON (AP)-- Allied troops
yesterday inflicted heavy casualties after apparently trapping
a Communist force in South Viet
Nam near the northern city of
Quang Ngai.
Helicopters dropped U.S. Marines and government troops into

the area, acting on information
from a defector.
Allied losses were termed
light, but enemy losses were
placed at more than 170 and
possibly as high as 300.
The fighting marked an end to
several days of inactivity in the
ground war.
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The Little Man

Charity Drive
It was announced last week that a total of $4,949.70 was collected in the annual charities drive. A total of $1,200 was designated for specific charities, with the remainder being divided
among the five charities.
The Student Body can be proud of the part it played in the collection of this amount.
We congratulate the endeavors of the Student Charities Board,
under the chairmanship of Roberta Gibson, for its success in this
year's drive.

By MARILYN DRAPER
Columnist
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From Our Readers

Founders-For Offices?
To the editor:
Unfortunately Founders has
survived since 1957 and looks
forward to another 50 years of
apathy. 'Tis a pity it's a dorm.
Keep the "Hole With Soul"
and make the Big Playpen an
office building*
To imply that Founders wallows in insensibility seems rather harsh, but then how many
people need a pep rally just to
get them to dinner? Surely
this denotes a definite lack of
enthusiasm.
One of the monumental accomplishments of the "Big Crib" to
date, was the installation of an
iced tea dispenser in what is
jokingly known as the cafeteria.
Perhaps the cafeteria is the impetus behind the pep rally.
You've got to be a masochist to
actually hurry to dinner.
Far be it from us to criticize
the cullinary experts on the staff
here, but we do have a few
sayings that are in keeping
with the tradition. Among these
are; "If the rice moves don't
eat it" and "All that wiggles is
not Jello."
We here at the "playpen" have
fun weeks as does Shatzel. We
have "Don't Cut In Line Week,"
"No Hot Water Week," and
"Barry Goldwater's Birthday
Week" - which is the only week
when we never have "leftovers I"
The greatest show of spirit that
Founders has ever witnessed
came just before spring break
when the cleaning women locked
the lounge. True to the spirit
of their forefathers, the girls
took advantage of the weekly corridor meeting and made off with
the ironing board.
The rebellion was short lived
for the R.A. was attracted by
the chants of "We Shall Overcome"
and "With God on
our Side," thus apprehending
the culprit.
There will be those among us
who feel that Founders is Peachykeen and after all what about
those liberal hours? What about
them 7 A somewhat long umbilical cord assures the good women of Founders that you won't
stray too far.
For once you leave the mammouth security blanket, the allknowing AWS Is there to make
sure you keep the standards of
campus women. Big Sister is
watching you.
During the recent "Spring 300"
the males screamed to the girls
of Founders - "Why don't you
go to Ohio State and learn something?" Then what?
The fault does not lie completely with Founders. This entire campus shows as much spirit as an old folks home in East
Orange, New Jersey, but then
when some initiative is shown
the participants are branded
as criminals or weirds. Really
now I
At any rate, after considerable
thought we think Founders would
make a great office building.

So let Shatzel stand and we'll
all move into Williams.
Cheryl Thompson
115 Treadway

Gail Conrad
Sharon McClurg
417 Lowry

Deferments
To the editor:
Politically I consider myself
somewhat of a Hamiltonianand I
suspect that replies to this letter, if any, will indicate that many
are socially.
There are many things, the
Selective Service being one, patriotism another, which should
have no bounds determined by
family position, wealth, education, or influence in a democracy,
such as we call ourselves.
In my opinion the whole system of deferments should be
abandoned and each man be equally liable for military service,
for as the instruments of war are
impartial of their victims soalsO
the Selective Service. Presently one's socio-economic situation largely determines whether
he is to be deferred (and preserved).
But what of those unable to
attend college? These human
beings are entitled to just and
equal treatment, and what boils
down to money should be a covert
factor in determining those eligible for military service.
What is needed is an impartial draft in which all men of
military age and competency are
liable. Much hypocrisy exists
in this Viet Nam situation and
I suspect that if all were apt
to be drafted, with no possibility
for exemption there would be
more opposition to this war of
questionable purpose.
The forth-coming Selective
Service Test is a possible method
of democratizing the draft, but
military-liability cannot be fairly
rated on intellectual ability. The
mechanic we depend upon may
not be able to pass the test but
performs a vital community service.
Thus far military service has
been based on socio-economic
percepts and indeed, during the
Civil War a man could hire a
substitute as did one of our presidents, but "All men are created
equal" and all that, if you recall.
One cannot hold an adverse opinion without getting into an
elitist mire from which one
turn of the wheel of fate could
propel him into the clutches of a
draft board because he lacked the
means to continue buying his deferment.
Gary Samples
140 Clay St.
The News reserves the
right to edit letters more
than 300 words in length.
Letters should be typewritten, and carry the name
of the author, as well as
his typewritten name, adress and telephone number.
The News will publish as
many letters as possible
within the limits of space,
food taste and the laws of

ibel.

Spring Brings
Professor's
Number Game
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Which Way Will
German Eagle Soar
By ROGER HOLLIDAY
Columnist
On a May day in 1962, a column of some 20 cars left the
outskirts of the city and moved
out into the hills beyond. The
city was Stuttgart in Southern
Germany. The occasion, a meeting of "Stahlhelm," a first world
war veteran's organization.
Stuttgart is a beautiful city
at this time of year as it nestles in a valley of a million
blossoms and vines. It is prosperous too, for Stuttgart is one
of the industrial centers of Germany. For centuries thecraftsmen of Southern Germany have
been known for their precision
workmanship and as a result
Mercedes lien/, Bosch and other
companies have built plants in
the area.
But this skill brought destruction in the latter part of the war
and the bombers came in low
over the vine covered hills and
left behind a bloody scene of
death and smoking ruins.
The war over, building began
again and though progress was
slow, by the mid-fifties there
was little left to be seen of
the ruins but a mountain of rubble that even then was turning
green; a grassy monument to
a city that died.
But now it was alive again,
prosperous, and we were on our
way to a meeting concerned with
another era and another war.
We left the city behind and
after an hour's drive made a
sharp turn off the main route
into a wooded area.
We got out, followed a devious
pathway through the forest and
were suddenly out in the open
with miles of country side spread
before us.
There was a move in the crowd
and two men detached themselves. They approached a solitary boulder and with great ceremony placed a flag over it,
unfurling another banner at the
same time. The spectators encircled the stone, quietly and
reverently.
.
There was emotion on the faces
of the people around as the speaker began to reminisce. He spoke
of the good times that had once
been, of the comradeship and
spirit of the era.
He recalled again the reason

for their visiting this monument.
It was the last meeting place
of the group before the defeat,
and this was the day set aside
to remember that day.
The hymns that followed the
speech were patriotic, calling
on all to remember what once
had been and saying that a mighty
and glorious Germany would one
day be once more "Uber A lies."
It made me wonder, this fervour for an empire long dead.
I hadn't noticed any nationalistic feeling amongst the youth
of Germany, and during four
years of living in the country
I had little reason to believe
that there was any deep rooted
hatred of any ethnic or nonGerman groups.
Perhaps they were expending
their energies in the building
of the new Germany.
I worked too, with a number
of old soldiers, prominent men
in the Hitler regime, now curiously quiet. Some are back
in power; others, like Hitler's
chauffeur, work in lesser jobs.
Some seem to want to forget
all that had been but even here
one notices that despite their
wish to forget, they still retain their cliques and reminisce.
I once went to the home of
a former German Nazi colonel
who with pride brought out a
scrap book--there he was in
company with the leaders of the
Reich, - - Hlmmler Goebbels and
Hitler himself.
Which way, I often wonder,
will the German eagle soar.

Weather's nice, isn't it? Almost like spring. Spring--when
a student's fancy turns to hondas, skateboards, sitting under a
tree, or taking a slow, pensive
walk to Harshman and beyond.
Spring- - when books are more
likely than ever to lie idle while
their owners trip off to find a
world with more reality in it;
to discover the things that life is
made of.
Sad that those books must lie
idle. Sadder yet that the students
are so inattentive in class when,
a few short months from now, the
professor will hand them sheets
with a myriad of numbers onit-and the students will have to tell
the professor just how he rates
by circling the right ones.
Fantastic system. Foolproof,
you say? Yes, it's quite an objective method of evaluating a
professor's effectiveness.
It also bears a remarkable resemblance to those tests they give
us--with IBM cards. Muddle
through it, dear students. Figure
out the system as best you can.
Be sure you don't give him too
high a mark.
And you too, professor. Muddle
through that myriad of numbers
that represent YOU. These are
the students' brave attempts to
evaluate your effectiveness in an
objective manner.
It's their attempts to complain
about the work you've been doing
this semester without having to
worry about the possibility that
you will recognize the handwriting.
Or perhaps they'd like to pat
you on the back--tell you how
much they've enjoyed your
class--in a way that can't
be termed "apple-polishing."
It's really a wonderful world
we live in. Man is so intelligent,
so profound, that he is able to
develop a system of numbers to
evaluate professors--theleaders
in our search for truth.
Yes, some will deposit those
numbers in the circular file--but
those who care, who really really
care, will spend simply hours
poring over these numbers-just to see what students think
of them as teachers.
And, next year, he may just
change something so that the
next myriad of numbers will result in a more favorable score,
or at least a different one.
How do you tell a professor-by means of numbers--that his
class is not stimulating enough
to compete withtheweather? Why
don't you just circle the numbers in the middle?
Then you can leave with a
clear conscious and trip off
to discover what life is really
all about. Hondas, skateboards,
sitting under a tree...
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Greek Royalty Crowning Tonight
A King and Queen to reign
over all Greek spring activities
will be selected by an anonymous
committee and announced at the
Pi Kappa Alpha pie-eating contest tonight.

Finalists for Queen are: Mary
Beth Alderman, Delta Gamma;
Coleen Carr, Delta Zeta; Cindy
Hebert, Gamma Phi Beta; Phyllis Lebo, Chi Omega, and April
Mihely, Alpha Xi Delta.

Greek
King finalists are :
Larry Arnold, Sigma Nu; Glenn
Finley, Alpha Sigma Phi; Russell Jacques, Phi Delta Theta;
Dave Nelson, Beta Theta PI,
and Jim Oliver, Alpha Tau

Omega.
Rather than have individual
queens reign over spring events,
the sororities and fraternities
this year voted through Panhellenic Council and Interfrater-

SERENDIPITY SPRING
Ser-en-dip-i-ty (ser'an-dipV"), n. /coined by Horace Walpole
(c. 1754) after his tale The Three Princes of Serendip
(i.e. Ceylon), who made such discoveries /, an apparent
aptitude for making fortunate discoveries accidently.

FRIDAY, APRIL 22
Swan Club-"Flags Unfurled". . .8:00 Natatorium
"Date Night in the Buckeye Room". . .8:00-12:00
For the frugile and fun-loving, a chance for
chivalry to weather defeat at the hands of the
fair sex.
University of Pittsburgh
Men's Glee Club &
B.G.S.U. Treble Clef Singers
(Joint Concert). . .8:00 Recital Hall
Campus Movie
"Lover Come Back"
"Advance to the Rear"

Main Auditorium

SATURDAY, APRIL 23
"Flags Unfurled" . . .8:00 Natatorium
"Red Garter Cafe". . .Carnation Room
The "Gay 90's" lives again in all its splendor.
M.A.C. Relays . . . Track Field
Campus Movie . . . Main Auditorium
"Lover Come Back"
"Advance to the Rear"
SUNDAY, APRIL 24
University Symphonic Band Concert . .8:15 Grand Ballroom
William F. Santelmann-Guest Conductor
MONDAY, APRIL 25
"Timeless Turkey" . . . 7:30 Grand Ballroom
Remember the last time you were in Turkey?
Remember the pictures you forgot to take?
World traveler Arthur Dewey brings these
experiences to life in "Timeless Turkey."
TUESDAY, APRIL 26
"Charlie Chaplin" . . .7:00-11:00
105 Hanna
For those of you who missed the 1923 Premiere
of the Charlie Chaplin flickers, don't miss this
chance to see the "King of Comedy."
THE U.A.O. 8. JUNIOR CLASS CORDIALLY INVITE ALL
TO DISCOVER THE WONDER OF SERENDIPITY SPRING

nity Council to select royalty for
all spring activities.
Each house was permitted one
candidate but members could
not vote for their own representative.

APRIL

22-30

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27
"Charlie Chaplin" . . .7:00-11:00
105 Hanna
Cobus
8:00
University Union
Hootenany
7:30
Amphi Theatre
Bring your guitars and imaginations and enjoy
the enchantment of folk song.
THURSDAY, APRIL 28
May Court Election
Human Checker Tournament
Grand Ballroom
See the colossal climax to the all-campus
checker tournament as the players manipulate
real live checkers at their very command.
FRIDAY, APRIL 29
Child's Play Tournament
Union Oval
Rediscover the child's world of jacks, hopscotch, marbles, tiddly winks, jump rope, and
hula hoops.
Campus Movie "Charade" "Rally Round the Flag, Boys"
Coronation . . .7:30
Ballroom
This bountiful array of campus beauty highlighted by the selection of the May Court. "The
New Community Singers" will entertain her
majesty and court. Caliope, queen, and singers
lead the way to the official opening of the. . .
Carnival . . . Sterling Farm
Gala midway for the intrigue of all with the
spirit of serendipity. Cotton candy, merry-gorounds, and laughter highlight the opening of
an eventful weekend.
SATURDAY, APRIL 30
Outdoor Nest
Union Oval
Sip sodas, shakes, and sundaes, sitting, smiling,
and sunning, in "Serendipity Spring"
Art Show
Union Oval
Sidewalk •£■ clothesline art. . . art treasures you
can "walk on" or "hang"
New America Cinema
105 Hanna
Junior Class Dance 7:30-11:30 Conklin Recreation Area
Only the Great outdoors could house this festive .
extravanganza Dance under the stars (or in the rain)
to the musical renditions of "The Holidays."
Campus Movi«
Main Auditorium
Borbecue
Sterling Form
• Booths
Sterling Farm
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Military Conductor
To Perform Sunday
Lt. Col. William F. Santelmann, former director of the U.S.
Marine Band, will be the gueat
conductor In a University Symphonic Band concert at 8:15 p.m.
Sunday In the Grand Ballroom.
As leader of the U.S. Marine
Band from 1940 to 1955, Col.
Santelmann was supervisor of all
Marine bands throughout the
world.
Col. Santelmann planned and
provided the music for all official functions at the White House
during the administration of five
Presidents. In 1941, he was
elected to membership in the
American Bandmasters' Association and was president of the
association in 1953.
Since his retirement. Col. Santelmann has travelled across the
country conducting various festivals, clinics, high school and

Labor Mediators
Plan Discussion
Robert G. Howlett, and Robert
Pisarski, two prominent Michigan labor mediators, will lead
a discussion on collective bargaining and the roles of labor,
management and the mediation
services at 7:30 pjn. Sunday in
the Ohio Suite.
Mr. Howlett is chairman of
the Michigan Labor Mediation
Board and was assistant to the
Michigan attorney general from
1957 to 1961.
Mr. Pisarski has been a government attorney in various aspects of labor relations since
1950 and has taught labor law
at several colleges.
The discussion, sponsored by
Phi Alpha Theta, national history honorary society, is open
to the public.

Movies To Star
Doris Day, Ford
"Lover Come Back" and"Advance to the Rear," both comedies, are scheduled in the campus movies series this weekend.
"Lover Come Back" stars
Rock Hudson, Doris Day, Tony
Randall, and Edie Adams and
depicts the world of advertising
centered around Madison Avenue
in New York City.
"Advance to the Rear," a civil
war comedy, stars Glenn Ford
as the second in command of an
unusual company of cavalry sent
to an isolated fort to insure the
safety of the Union Army. Music for the film is sung by the
New Christy Minstrels.
"Lover Come Back" will be
shown at 6 and 8 p.m. tonight
and 8 p.m. tomorrow. "Advance to
the Rear" will be
shown at 8 tonight and 6 and
8 p.m. tomorrow.

Tour To Visit
E uTO pea n Cities
A group tour of Europe beginning August 2 and concluding
August 23 is being planned by
the Bowling Green Alumni Association in cooperation with the
other Mid-American Conference
schools.
Details of the tour are being
handled by the American Express
Company and the cost of the' trip
Is $950. This price is subject
to possible reduction depending on the number of people taking
pan in the tour.
Twenty cities are to be visited,
including, Paris, Lyon , Nice,
Pisa,
Rome,
Vatican City,
Venice, Brussels, Rotterdam,
Amsterdam and London.
Persons Interested in making
this tour may contact James
Hof at the Alumni House.

college bands. He wants to conduct the youth of America in
hopes of Inspiring them to develop their musical education as
he did.
Col. Santelmann played under
John Philip Sousa, and approximately, the first selection on the
program in Sousa's "Hands
Across the Sea." "FestiveOverture" by Dimitri Shostakovich and "Enigma Variations"
by Edward Elgar will also be
featured.
Herb Lashner, senior, will play
an oboe solo in "Variations for
Oboe
and Military Band" by
Rimsky Korsakof.
Other selections for the concert Include, "BegulneforBand"
by Glenn Osser, "Variantes on a

9

LT. COL. SANTELMANN
Medieval'Tune" by Norman Delia
Jolo, "Storm and Sunshine"
by Heed, and ''Finale to Symphony No. 4" by PeterTchaikovsky.
Admission is free.

Pitt Glee Club
Here Tonight
The University of Pittsburgh
Men's Glee Club, directed by
Philip S. Cavanaugh, will perform In a program with the
Treble Clef Singers, University
women's chorus, at 8:15 tonight
in Recital Hall.
Emanuel Rubin, instructor in
music, will direct the Treble
Clef Singers.
The Pitt Glee Club will open
the program with the "Alma
Mater." Bach's"Blessing.Glory
and Wisdom," Shubert's "La
Pastorelle" and Grieg's "Brothers in Song" will be sung by
the group, and the varsity Quartet will perform "In Taberna"
by Orff.
The Treble Clef Singers will
perform in the second part of
the program and Barbara Carpenter, sophomore, will accompany on the piano.
The group will sing "The
Kyrle" by Lotti, "Thus, Then,
the Law" by Bach and "Three
Songs" by Brahms.
Cralg Sievert and Christina
Lyons, sophomores, will accompany them onthefrenchhorn.

7 Honored By
Pershing Rifles
The presentation of honorary
membership in Company I-1
of the National Society of Pershing Rifles was made yesterday
to three University, faculty members and four coeds.
President William T. Jerome,
Col. William V.N. Grace, professor of military science, and
Staff Sgt. Bobby V. Lawson were
presented honorary memberships by Cadet Capt. Daniel B.
Claxton.
Four coeds in the College of
Education also were selected for
honorary memberships. Marjorie Parmentoer, a Junior; Karen Isaksson, a sophomore; sophomore Gay Lynn Euler and
junior Christina Smith were
selected for the honor.
The coeds serve as sponsors
for Company I-1.

Robert Kirk, Glee Club president, will direct the men In
"Every Time," a spiritual, "The
Halls of Ivy" by Russell and
Knight, "Battle Hymn of the Republic" by Steffe and "Hail to
Pitt."
The choruses will combine to
sing the "TeDeum" by Peeters
and Karla Williams will accompany on the organ.
The program is free and open
to the public.

Dead Vietnam Hero
Cited By President
WASHINGTON (AP)--A young
private who gave his life to save
fellow paratroopers In Viet Nam
now ranks among the nation's
greatest heroes.
President Johnson presented
the Medal of Honor yesterday to
the father of Milton Lee Olive
III at a White House ceremony.
Olive, a Chicago Negro, threw
himself on a VietCong grenade to
protect four other paratroopers.
The President said that In
dying Olive "taught those of us
who remain how we ought to live."
Relatives and friends of the
hero, as well as Mayor Richard
Daley of Chicago and Washlng-

ton officials, assembled in the
White House rose garden for the
ceremony. Also on hand were two
of the paratroopers whose lives
Olive is credited with saving.
After the ceremony, Olive's
father, Milton Olive Jr., said:
"From now on there will be no
tears of self-pity as a way of
life, but rather we shall try to
dedicate our lives to the spirit
of a brave American soldier."

ATO PLEDGE
CAR WASH

Junior Receives

SATURDAY

NSF Fellowship
Robert Roth, Junior in theCollege of LiberalArts.was recently
awarded a National Science Foundation Undergraduate Reserach
Participation fellowship in chemistry.
Roth is doing research under
Dr. David S. Newman, assistant
professor of chemistry, on the
rate and mechanism of dissolution of solid bismuth Infused
bismuth chloride.

AT
PATTERSON'S
SOHJO

CORNER OF
E. Wooster
& Prospect

SALE

Alumni Given
Placement Aid
The University has completed
plans for a placement service
designed to provide .better job
opportunities for alumni.
Through the new service, an
electronic data processing system operated by the College
Placement Council will match
alumni potentials to employer
needs In the fields of education,
business, industry, and government throughout theUnitedStates
and Canada, James L. Galloway,
director of the placement office,
said yesterday.
Openings listed with the placement office include: directors of
secondary curriculum, local superintendents, assistants to superintendents, elementary principals, guidance directors, account executives, home planning
representatives, investigators,
procedures specialists, and personnel managers.

.

Union Planning
Gay 90's Night
"The Red Garter" is the theme
for Gay Nineties Night at the
Carnation Room tomorrow from
9 p.m. to midnight.
Entertainment will be provided
by Dean Runkle at the piano and
vocalists Ken Gilman and Rick
Hans en.
There will be no admission
charge. Dress will be sweaters
and ties for men.

Pi Kappa Alpha
sez:
- EAT PIE TONIGHT
MEN'S GYM 7-12 p.m.

Mart Tailored
Bermuda

The proportions are woman; the niceties
are woman; but the tailoring is authentically
man. Colors: White, Blue, Pink, Maize.

Reg 5.00

NOW $

WEST

3.99
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War For Weaker Sex?
By LARRY KEELER
Staff Writer
As hundreds of thousands of
America's
young men are
drafted into the army, people

across the country are becoming more and more aware
of the pressing need for soldiers.
The draft has affected most
of the young men in the U.S.
very much. It is constant worry
to students and non- students
alike.
A question has arisen from
this constant demand for young
men. Would a women's draft
alleviate the situation to some
extent? Would it be practical?
Here are the opinions of several Bowling Green students.
Douglas Devore, sophomore in
the College of Liberal Arts, said,
"I don't think that women should
be drafted. It wouldn't be practical. Women should be allowed
to choose whether or not they
want to go into the service."
Jennie Mae Ball, sophomore
in the College of Education, said,

"Yes, it's a free country. Men
and women are equal, and if
women are to receive half of the
good things in our country, they
should receive half of the responsibility too.
"I think that the women should
fight, too. As many women as
men should be drafted, but it
would be necessary to exempt
housewives and mothers."
Patricia Morisey, Junior in the
College of Education, said, "Although it would be possible I
don't think that women should be
drafted. Someone has to stay
home. 1 think that enough women
would enlist in an emergency
anyway.''
James Logan, sophomore in the
College of Business Administration, said, "First, it wouldn't
be practical because a certain
number of jobs have to be filled
at home, and these would be more
appropriate than any Job in the
army. Besides there aren't
enough jobs in the army for women, and what jobs there are can

be filled by non-combat qualified
men.
"The organization of the army
today is such that men's minds
must be behind the strategy and
planning. A complete organizational change would be necessary,
and this would entail too much
work and expense for the small
results which are desired."
Patricia Lynn, junior in the
College of Education, said "No,
the few women which are needed
could be recruited easily enough.
I think that if the government
tried hard enough to get women
to enlist more than enough would
respond. Those who joined willingly would do a better job than
those who would be drafted."

James Logan

Ronald Willis, senior in the
College of Education, said, "Yes
I think that there are thousands of jobs in the army which
could easily be filled by women.
This would allow many more men
already in the army to go into
combat branches, and not as many
men would have to be drafted.
"Women could be given the
same basic draft requirements
as men without much difficulty.
It definitely is practical."

Lynn

e Air
WBGU
RADIO REVIEW

Ronald Wills

Jennie Mae Ball

Douglas Devore

Students Danced Minuet
Under Shakespeare Tree
Walked past Moseley Hall
lately? If you have, you probably never even paid any attention to that tree with the.
rock adjacent to it located in
front of the building.
The plaque on the rock says
"Shakespeare Memorial Tree,
April 23, 1921, Toledo Chapter."
Tomorrow will be an anniversary will for this tree so a little
digging was done to get to the
roots of its history.
Students nowadays may pass it
by without a glance but 45 years
ago, some BG students were
dancing a minuet in honor of this
particular English elm.

ing performance" in front of
what is now University Hall.
The Bowling Green Shakespeare Club still exists. Several University women, faculty
members, and professor's wives
are active in the town organi-

zation.
There won't be any dancing
this year to celebrate Shakespeare's birthday, (his 452nd.)
but if you pass the tree on
Saturday you might say happy
birthday anyway.

The dance was part of ceremonies held by the Wauseon, Toledo, and Bowling Green Shakespeare Round Table Clubs to celebrate the playwright's anniversary.
According to al°21WoodCounty Sentinel-Tribune article,"The
spirit of the Bard of Avon was
present" as the local ladies and
their guests toured the campus,
lunched, and then "gave the English Elm its final resting place."
The tree was serenaded by 80
school children, dedicated, and
addressed by the president of the
Toledo Club and by University
President H.B. Williams.
THE PLAQUE on this rock roads, "Shakespeare Memorial
Then, "the girls of the col- Tree, April 23, 1921, Tolodo Chapter. "The treo is an English
lege gym class, in quaint cos- Elm and was planted near Moseley in 1921 to commemorate
tumes and powdered hair, danced tho anniversary of Shakespeare's birth. Tomorrow will mark
a minuet with grace in the pleas- his 452nd.

FRIDAY, APRIL 22
3:23
Sign On
3:25
News
3:30
Afternoon Musicale
4:00...World's Famous Music
5:00
Dinner Music and/or
Radio Workshop
6:00
News
6:10
Alumni World
6:15..Trans Atlantic Profiles
7:30
German and Germany
7:00
Classical Music
8:30
Evening Concert

9:25
9:30
10:00

News
BBC World Report
Sign Off

WBGU-TV
FRIDAY, APRIL 22
Circus
Channel 70 News
Sports Report
Weather Word
Diversity
What's New?
Festival of the Arts:
Igor Stavinsky
9:00
Education is Every's
Business
9:30
Orchesis '66 (Rerun)
10:00
News Headlines
5:30
6:00
6:15
6:25
6:30
7:00
7:30

Lottery Winners
Splurge On Toys
WOOTTON. ENGLAND (AP)-When an English man and his wife
won $100,000 in a football lottery, they decided that at least a
small share would go to fellow
residents of their home town of
Wootton--population 650.
First, Mr. and Mrs. Valentine
Day invited every child between
six months and eleven years to
the village hall. Mrs. Day pulled
back a curtain, revealing a mountain of toys on the stage.
After the distribution of the
toys, the Day's played hosts at
a chicken dinner for the elderly men and women of the village. After the dinner, there
was a bingo party, with the Day's
furnishing all the prizes.

Huge discounts with
the International
Student ID Card.
Student ships for
lively, informative
crossings.
The 10 card will save you 60% on air travel in
Europe and Israel. Same huge savings on hotels,
admissions, meals, trains. A must for travelers.
Student ships olftr language classes, art lectures, international discussion forums and all the
fun of a low-cost student crossing to Europe.
Can ytu afford not to write for details?
Write: Dept. CO, U.S. National Student Association
265 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016

imp
| i:\TKWML
I ,RUBMTItl

KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store
125
N. Main St.
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Campus Calendar
The Newman Foundation will
host a Communion breakfast
Sunday at 9:45 a.m. The "Natural Law and Alternate Theories
of Ethics" will be discussed by
the Rev.GeorgeA.Curran, Jesuit
professor of philosophy at Xavier
University.
All continuing and rising seniors in elementary education will
meet In the Dogwood Room at
3, 4, or 6 p.m. for pre-registration, Dr. Vergil Ort, Assistant to the Dean, announced yesterday.
• * *
The French Club will present
the one-act play "L'Apollon de
Bellac" by Giraudoux at 7 p.m.
Monday in the Carnation Room.
Everyone is welcome and admission is free.
• • •
An open house and record hop
will be sponsored by ShatzelHall
tomorrow afternoon and evening to the theme of "Salute to
Spring."
An open house and informal
record hop will be held from 2
to 5 p.m. and open house will
resume at 8 p.m. An all-campus
dance with the Four Sharps
will be held from 9 p.m. to
midnight.
Admission is free.
• • •
The film "Crisis and the University" will be shown at the
Crypt at 9 tonight.
All faculty and students are
Invited to voice their opinions
on the character of our university.
The film was produced at the
Ohio State University.

An all-campus formal sponsored by the Newman Foundation
will be held from 9 to midnight tonight in the Grand Ballroom with the theme "Magic
at Midnight."
Music will be provided by the
Collegiates. Admission is $2
per couple.

FOR SALE
Cushman Motor Scooter $50.Call
Dave 352-6361.
1958 Cushman Roadking, big engine. Good running order. Phone
353-2595.
Protect your brains, Honda
lovers, with a 1 yr. old Bell
Magnum helmet with face bubble.
Cheapl Phone 354-5163.
1963 Marlette trailer, 55'-10',
three bedrooms, 18' expandable
unit,
fully carpeted, • large
porches.
Call 352-4112 after
3 p.m.
1960 red Renault Caravelle, hardtop convertible, 4 speed stick,
good condition, 35 miles per
gal. 352-4641 after 3 p.m.

An AWS Big-Sis -- Little Sis
swimming party will beheldSunday from 6 to 8 p.m. in the natatorium. Students should bring
swlmsuit, bathing cap and ID
card.
"Brecht's Use of Music and
Dramas" will be discussed by
Professor Reichert, chairman of
Germanic languages at the University of North Carolina, at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Dogwood Room. The public will be
admitted free.
Beta Alpha Psi will hold an
election of officers for the academic year 1966-67 at 7 p.m.
Monday In the River Room.
* * •
Jewish Services will be held
tonight at 6:30 in Prout Chapel.
For more information contact
David Alex, Ext. 271.
The University chapter of
A.K.D., the National Sociological Honorary Society, and the
Sociology Club are sponsoring
an informal coffee hour and
discussion on "Youth Problems
Today" in the River Room Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Anna Wolf, a well known
expert in the field, will lead a
panel discussion. Other panelists
will be Mrs. Selma Frieberh,
associate professor of child psychoanalysis at the University of
Michigan; Paul Rosenfeld, public
Information and training officer
for the Ohio Youth Commission;
I. Warrick, director of Juvenile
placement, Columbus; and E.
Bertsche, director of juvenile
placement, Toledo.
All faculty members and students are invited.
• • *
Dr. Harrish Merchant of the
University of Toledo will speak
on "The Cause and Cure for
Aimlessness" at Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship at 6:30 tonight in the Wayne Room.

Looks, clothes,
everything.

car-- Ed has

This is the Flowers classified
ad.
Anybody know where Possum Shot
is, and which two SAE's were
born there? FANG.
For Sale: Tuxedo, never worn.
Size 40. Call 352-3005.
KAREN: Thanks for a wonderful
evening. You can come any
Wednesday night. South College.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost yellow gold Hamilton wrist
watch. If found pleasecallLarry
Conklin-3387 or 3388. Reward.
Found-one truckload of furniture.
Inquire Lambda chapter, Beta
Theta PI, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Booklet Lists
Summer Jobs
Scope, an annual publication
listing student summer community service opportunities
available all over the world, is
now available in the Placement
Office, the Dean of Students'
office and the Library.
Scope lists more than 125 religious, civic, political and academic groups sponsoring projects in 49 states and many
foreign countries. Many of these
activities pay some or all expenses, but none of them are
designed as money-making enterprises for students.
The United States NationalStudent Association publishes Scope
in cooperation with the Ford
Foundation.

World News
Roundup
WASHINGTON (AP)-- The
government's Bureau of Labor
Statistics reported yesterday that
living costs climbed .4 per cent
in March.
Although this is a smaller increase than in February, it is
sufficient to cause continued official concern over price pressures.
WASHINGTON
(AP) -- A
House Appropriations Subcommittee yesterday voted to go
along with President Johnson's
recommendations for deep cuts
in some public health and edu
cational programs for the coming
fiscal year.
One of the cuts is in the
politically popular item of federal aid for school districts having large numbers of federal
workers and military personnel.
Opponents of the cuts said
they are confident they can restore most of the money when
the full 50-member committee
considers the bill next Thursday.
WASHINGTON (AP) -- House
Minority Leader Gerald Ford
(R-Mich.), again challenged the
management of the Viet Nam
War yesterday, but he said it
would be a "mistake" to replace
Secretary of Defence McNamara
now.
Ford appeared at a news conference with Senator Everett
Dirksen, (R-IU.). Dirksensteered clear of leveling the mismanagement charge, saying he
preferred to call it "misjudgment."

sisters of
PHI MU
say
Congratulations
to
BARRY
BUZOGANY
New IFC President

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
3 room furnished apartment for
rent for summer, air-conditioned, 3 blocks from campus,
$90 a month. Contact Jim Noltlng, 3361.
Happy Birthday, Morey, from
T helm a, and Kady.
DG Pledges say, "Get High for
Beta 5".
For rent this summer: Furnished
apartment for married students
only. Modern, air conditioned.
Call Jim, 353-177L

Support Our Advertisers

Freshman-Sophomore
PICNIC
SUNDAY 2 to 5 p.m.
Come and pull for your class in the
Frosh - Soph Tug of War
Free Food. Games. Entertainment
Truck pickup in front of Union at 1:30

Get
closer
with a
HONDA
Go to class in style. The price makes it easy. The
performance makes it a ball. And think of the
money you'll save on gas, upkeep and insurance.
No wonder Honda is the world's biggest seller!
Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Department C-5, Box 50, Gardena, California © 1966 AHM
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BG? To Fate Ohio u. Falcons Tee Off

In Pivotal 2-Game Set
By TOM HINE
Assistant Sports Editor
Whether or not Bowling Green
will ever bother to show up for
the rest of this season's
scheduled games will be determined when the Falcons take on
Ohio University in two games
this weekend.
Game time today is 3:30 p.m.
and tomorrow's game will begin at 2 p.m. Both will be played
at Steller Field.
A loss In either game to the
defending Mid-AmericanConference champions - or to any MAC
squad for that matter- will be an
almost certain death blow to BG's
hopes for a league crown.
They have already dropped two
games in conference play although, ironically enough, they
are 8-0 outside the league. If
nothing else, this would seem to
indicate the relative strength of
the MAC.
But back to the OU games.
The Bobcats have to be rated
as one of the best clubs In the
league. With 12 letterman returning from a team that took
28 victories in 31 games last
year, coach Bob Wren is pretty
well set for this season.
Actually, on any given day
all Wren has to do is send senior
pitcher Tom Murphy and anyone
else who feels like playing to
catch him and the Bobcats are
almost assured of a win.
Last season, Murphy racked
up a 10-0 record, second best
u> the nation, and had a

Against TU, Herd

2.32 earned run average. He is
backed up by southpaw Larry
Robinson, who had a 0.78 ERA
last year and a 4-0 late, and
By TIM CHURCHILL
rlghthanded reliever Bob Dlxon,
Sports Writer
who compiled a 3-0 mark.
A pair of returning all-MAC
The Bowling Green golfers will
selections give Ohio plenty of
have a couple of chances today
offensive punch. Junior Berke
and tomorrow to get even with
Recheinbach, a shortstop who
the MarshallUniversity golf team
rapped enemy pitching to the
which handed the Falcons a ninetune of a .344 average last year,
stroke defeat at Ohio State earlwill combine with outfielder Bob
ier this season.
Willet, a senior with a rather
The Falcons will travel to
impressive .356 average.
Toledo today where the Rockets
Although Ohio will represent
will play host to Marshall and
one of the season's toughest chalBG in an 18-hole match-medal
lenges, Falcon coach Dick Young contest.
is optimistic of BG's chances to
The Thundering Herd will then
upset the Bobcats.
Journey south tomorrow with the
"1 think we can beat them,"
Falcons and Hillsdale College
Young said following his squad's
for thefirst intercollegiate match
second loss to Western Michigan
on the University course.
last week. He is also hopeful
Tomorrow's affair will be a
that OJ can in turn knock off
match-match-match-medal conWestern, thus improving Bowl- test, with each golfer able to
ing Green's hopes for the title.
earn a possible four points for
At any rate, the Falcons now
his team. In today's matches,
can be rated only long shots at
the golfers will be competing for.
best. Another loss is almost
a maximum three points each.
certain to eliminate them since
The Falcons will be facing two
no team in the history of the
of the toughest golfers in the MidMid-American Conference has
American Conference in Bill
ever taken the baseball crown
Buss of Toledo, who won indivwith three or more losses.
idual medalist honors intheMAC
The worst season record ever
for a championship team was championships last year, and
Marshall's Dick Shepherd, who
fashioned in 1948 by Ohio Uniwalked off with the individual
versity when the Bobcats took
MAC championship.
the league laurels with a 7-2
Shepherd, 6-4 and 240 pounds,
mark.
is
highly respected by Bowling
As recently as 1959, however.
Western's Broncos walked away Green coach Forrest Creason.
"This kid is really a great one.
with the championship with a 14He won the M*C championship
2 slate.

last year--and he was only a
sophomore. I'm afraid the MAC
will have to put up with him
for two more years," Creason
said.
And of Buss, Creason added,
"This fellow is one of the long-

Clasen, a formerNationalCollegiate
Athletic Association
Championship competitor, specializes in the 880-yard run, and
the quarter mile.
Canady, who spent most of
last year in the 440-yard run,
is coming into his own in the
half mile this season.
Leading the Falcon sprinters
into the Ohio University meet
will be Tom Wright. Wright,
who took first in both the 100yard dash, and the 220-yard dash
against Cincinnati and Ball State
last Tuesday, will be the top
Falcon contender traveling this
week.
Henry Williams, remains on
the casuality list for the third
straight week. Williams is expected to run against the University of Toledo next Wednesday.
The distance department will
be bolstered by Bob Parks, Bill
Kerns and Bob Knoll. Parks won
the mile run, and was second
in the half mile Tuesday. Kerns

The Falcons didn't have too
much trouble last season with
the teams they will be facing
this
weekend. The Bowling
Green linksmen combined for
six wins with but a single loss
to these three teams.

Toledo gave the Falcons even
less trouble.
Bowling Green
pounded out 17 1/2 - 6 1/2, 159, and 17 1/2 - 6 1/2 victories
in three meetings.
In tomorrow's match, coach
Creason will try something new.
Against Marshall he will use
his regular six-man squad of
Ed Theis, Mike McCullough, Ron
Whitehouse, Pat McGohan, Tom
Bollinger, and Ron Apple, but
against Hillsdale, John Latimer,
and Terry Reed will play as
number-five and six men, respectively.
Both are sophomores.

Ron Whitehouse

took the number one spot in the
2- mile run and Knoll had a second
behind Parks in the mile.

Frosh Golfers
Win 1st Match
The freshman golf team began
its 1966 season on a successful
note yesterday by downing the
Bluffton College and the Cedarvllle College varsities in a triangular match in Bluffton.
The yearlings defeated Bluffton
by a 19-5 count, and drubbed
Cedarville 221/2-1 1/2. Five
of the six-man Falcon squad
turned in at least one shutout,
with Rick Mathers, w'ho captured
medalist honors by shooting a
73, and John Gerber each shutout both of their opponents.
Other fledging posting whitewashes were Terry Grose, downing his Cedarville opponent 4-0;
Fergus McDermott, who posted
a 75, blanked his Cedarville opposition 4-0; and Dave Traphagen, who also beat his Cedarville rival 4-0.
The sixth member of the team,
Rodney Hill, carded an 80 in
defeating his opponent from Cedarville 2 1/2-11/2.
The yearlings' scheduled match for Saturday morning has been
canceled.

KAPPA SIGMA PLEDGES
Say CONGRATULATIONS To New
IFC OFFICERS
PRESIDENT - Jon Barry Buzogony
EXECUTIVE V. P. - Craig Procario
ADMINISTRATIVE V. P. - Floyd Ramsier
SECRETARY - Tom Brauen
TREASURER - Bruce Fisher

He

In the only match with Hillsdale, the Falcons won 23 1/2
-4 1/2. Against Marshall, the
Falcons earned 19-17 and 16 1/27 1/2 victories and were overpowered by the Big Green 16-2
in a third match.

Tracksters To Invade 0SU
The Ohio Relays will be the
scene of the next Bowling Green
track action, as the Falcon track
team travels to Ohio State University, tomorrow for the meet.
Leading the Orange and Brown
into the O.S.U. competition will
be the tri- captains Bob Clasen,
Ralph Canady, and Tom Wright.

est hitters In the country.
can really belt that ball."

ORSSN.OMO

Today's match will be played
on the Toledo Country Club, beginning at 1 p.m., while Saturday's contest will start at 9 a.m.
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Netters Trip N.Illinois 5-4
By BOB BRUCKNER
Assistant Sports Editor
The extra practice on their
doubles game payed off for the
Falcon tennis team as they took
two of the three doubles matches
to edge Northern Illinois 5-4
here yesterday.
Tomorrow afternoon at 1:30
the netters will try to make it
three wins in a row as they host
Wayne State.
After splitting even in the singles matches on a windless, near
perfect day for tennis, the Falcons made the day even more
pleasant with an impressive
doubles performance to extend
their record to 5- 2.
Ron Carroll, the Falcons' number one man, and Bob Lempert,
the number two player, combined forces to beat Northern's
top pair 6-3 and 6-4.
Roger Newman and Trevor
Weiss, the Falcons'number three
and four men, followed with an
equally impressive showing by
downing Northerns' number two
doubles team 7-5 and 6-2 to give
the Falcons a 5- 3 lead and assure
the victory.
"It was a real good win for
us," said Falcon tennis coach

RON CARROLL, the top Falcon netman, goes after a tough
Northern Illinois serve. Carroll and Bob Lempert teamed up
for a big Bowling Green win in the first doubles match. (See
story) Photos by Jon Fish.

Stickmen To Challenge
Columbus Tomorrow
By DICK AQUILA
Sportswriter

The Bowling Green lacrosse
team, 0-1 in varsity play, will
host the Columbus LacrosseClub
at 2 p.m. tomorrow in the old
stadium.
Although the Falcons downed
Columbus last year, coach Mickey Cochrane still has some
worries about tomorrow's game.
"An amateur team like Columbus could really be tough. It
all depends on whom they have
traveling with them," Cochrane
said.
"Many times amateur
ball clubs have former AilAmericans on their rosters."
Once again Cochrane is counting heavily on his big defense.
"With Steve Shuckra back in action at attack, we'll get the goals,
and if our defense can play like
it did against Denison lastSaturday, then we'll confine their attack," he said.
A crowd of approximately 400
watched last week's lacrosse
game.
Lacrosse, the school's newest
sport, is a hard hitting game,
and one of the fastest growing
collegiate sports in the nation.

I Buhl To Phillies i
CHICAGO (AP)-- The Philadelphia Phillies, regarded as
one of the strong pennant contenders in the National League,
have strengthened themselves
where they needed the most
help--in the pitching department.
In a five-player trade with the
Chicago Cubs, the Phils obtained
two veteran starting pitchers,
right-handers, Larry Jackson
and Bob Buhl.
To get the 35-year pld Jackson and the 37-year old Buhl,
the Phils gave Chicago three
young ballplayers 23-year old
Adolf o Phillips, 28- year old John
Herrnstein and 22-year old Ferguson Jenkins. Herrnstein can
play first base and the outfield.
Phillips is an outfielder, and
Jenkins is a right-handed pitcher.
Jackson won 24 games for the
Cubs in 1964, but slipped to a
14 and 21 record last season.
Buhl won 13 games for Chicago last year.

At the present time, lacrosse
is very big at Eastern universities and colleges, and day by
day is spreading in popularity
westward.
When BG's lacrosse club turned
into a varsity sport, it Joined
the Midwest Lacrosse Association, which is also growing stronger every year.
Lacrosse ("the stick)" was
originally played by the Indians
of southeastern Canada, and it
still contains much of its original
rough and demanding play.
A team consists of 10 men,
including three attack men, three
midfielders, there defensemen
and a goalie.
The game itself consists of
four 15-minute quarters. The
style of play is similar to another
Canadian sport, ice hockey.
Scoring is based on one point
per goal, and penalties are given
out when the play gets unnecessarily rough. These penalties
may be loss of ball or expulsion of the guilty player for
times ranging from 30 seconds
to a minute.
As in hockey, body checking
plays a vital role. Checking is
legal on any man within 15 feet
of a loose ball, as long as approach
is from the front and the contact
above the knees.
Checking from behind, tripping,
and unnecessary roughness are
grounds for expulsion.
Many sportsmen across the nation have called lacrosse a much
rougher sport than sports such
as hockey or football.
Fast moving, rough, and exciting---that is Bowling Green's
newest varisty sport, lacrosse.

How
They Look...

Cleveland
Ba Itimore
Detroit
Chicago
Los Angeles
Minnesota
Boston
Washington
Kansas City
New York

W
6
6
6
4
4
3
2
1
1
1

1
0
1
3
2
2
3
6
5
5
7

Weiss lost two straight tojohn
Daly in the battle of the number
four men. "Daly has the best
record on the Northern squad,"
said Coach Keefe.
But Weiss suddenly came to
life in doubles. "I was playing
poorly
during
the singles
matches," said Trevor, "but I
regained my form during the
doubles."
Dean Snyder lost 6-3, 6-1 to
Northerns' Rich Edwards, and
Bryant Evans, the Falcons' sixth

Carroll and Newman have the
best singles records ontheteam,
both 6-2. Lempert and Weiss
follow with 5-3 marks, Snyder
is 3- 4 and Evans is 3- 5.
In doubles, Carroll and Lempert have combined for a 5-2
record, Newman and Weiss are
4-2 and Snyder and Evans have
a 1-6 mark.

Bowling Green 5, N. Illinois 4
SINGLES
Corroll (BG) dec. Luedeke-7-5, 7-5
Lempert (BG) dec. Rokus-3-6, 6-3, 6-2
Newman (BG) dec. Kraegel—
6-1, 3-6, 6-3
Daly (Nl) dec. Weiss-6-4. 6-3
Edwards (Nl) dec. Snyder6-3, 6-1
Alexander(Nl) dec. Evans7-5, 1-6, 7-5
DOUBLES
Carroll and Lempert (BG) dec.
Luedeke and Rokus-6-3,6-4
Newman and Weiss (BG) dec.
Kraegel and Edwards—7-5, 6-2
Daly and Alexander (Nl) dec.
Snyder and Evans—6-2, 4-6,
6-3

Pet. GB
1.000 —
.857 h
.667 Vh
.667 2
.667 2
.500 3
.250 5
.167 5
.167 5
.125 6

YESTERDAY
Chicago at California (night)
only JONIO sche duled
TODAY
Detroit at Washingt on
Chicago at K ansas City (night) .
Minnesota at California (nighti
Only games sched jled
NATIONAL
W
L Pet. GB
Pittsburgh
7
.857 «
1
San Francisco
7 1
.857 -Los Angeles
.667 \Yi
6 3
Philadelphia
4 3
.571 2h
Atlanta
3 4
.429 3h
St. Louis
.429 3h
3 4
New York
3
.400 3Hi
2
Houston
3
6
.333 4h
Cincinnati
5
.167 5
1
Chicago
7
.125 6
1
TODAY
Los Angeles at Chicago
New York at Atlanta (night)
Philadelphia at Cincinnati (night)
Pittsburgh at St. Louis (night)
San Francisco at Houston (night)
YESTERDAY
St. Louis 5, New York 4
San Francisco 5, Chicago 2
<
Atlanta at Philadelphia (night)
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh (night)
only games scheduled

MEZZANINE
ART GALLERY
ACRES OF
FREE PARKING
I50O Secoc Rd. Adjacent to Wettgate Shopping Area
TOUOO. OMK»"~

mm

Sh win

FINAL WEEK

Lempert and Newman both went
the distance in their matches.
Lempert defeated Hans Rokus
3-6, 6-3, and 6-2 while Newman
was edging his opponent 6- L 3- 6,
and 6-3. "Both Bob and Roger
made good comeback efforts,"
said Carroll.

man, dropped one of his patented
close matches to Lee Alexander,
7-5, 1-6, and 7-5.

AMERICAN

RECLINING
LOUNGE
ROCKE* SEATS
GIANT WAU TO WAll

"BATTLE OF THE
BULGE"
ALL STAR CAST

Dr. Robert Keefe. "We beat a
good team, and it should help in
the rough conference games yet
to come.
In singles, BG's topthreeplayers came through with wins,
while the bottom three found
themselves on the short side of
the score. Carroll won his match
in two extended nets, 7-5, 7-5
over Bob Luedeke.
"My opponent played a consistent,steady game," said Ron.
"I just kept playing and finally
outlasted him."

tmmi

"THE GROUP"
Starring Condlce Bergen
Si Shirley Knight
From the Best Seller
by Mary McCarthy
DELUXE COLOR

BOB LEMPERT, sophomore
netter and number two man
on the Falcon squad, makes
a key return in last night's
doubles match.

Celtics Hold 2-1
Lead Over LA
LOS ANGELES (AP)-- Boston
Celtics coach Red Auerbach said
yesterday his team is intent on
winning tonight's game against
the Lakers in Los Angeles.
"We didn't come out here to
split,"
Auerbach said.
Boston now holds a two- to- one
lead over the Lakers in their
best-of-seven series for the
National Basketball Association
championship. The Celtics are
seeking their eighthstraightNBA
title.

TEDDY BEAR
LOUNGE
ANNOUNCES ITS

GRAND
OPENING
Bring back the
OUTCASTS
"If you like it, tell your friends'

NOW THRU
TUESDAY
Y/alt Disney's

"BAMBI" I "Hollywood Coyote"
starts Wednesday April 27
Mary McCarthy's Best Seller

"THE GROUP"

